A new variable structure control law based on the Lyapunov's second method that can be used in trajectory planning problems of robotic systems is developed. A modified approach to the formulation of the sliding domain equations in terms of tracking errors has been presented. This approach possesses three distinct advantages: i) it eliminates the reaching phase, ii) it provides means to predict the entire motion and directly control the evolution of tracking errors, iii) it facilitates the trajectory planning process in the joint and/or cartesian spaces.
Introduction
The theory of variable structure control has been developed for the design of high performance control systems. Control strategies based on variable structure control (VSC) schemes are robust against disturbances and parameter uncertainties. Most of the early work in the area has been reported in the Russian Literature (see Utkin, 1977 and his references). The basic procedure of developing a VSC algorithm includes two stages: I. Choosing a set of specified switching surfaces, II. Developing a discontinuous control law which guarantees the attractiveness of the system trajectories to these surfaces. Once the system trajectories are confined to the switching surfaces, the so-called sliding mode occurs. While in sliding mode, the system is insensitive to parameter variations and disturbances. Because of the insensitivity features, the variable structure control theory has been applied to a wide class of systems. One such application is the control of robot manipulators, which are known to include modeling uncertainties and disturbances due to the friction effects at various joints. Furthermore, in high speed and high accuracy applications the nonlinear effects become a major factor in designing controllers. Many researchers addressed the trajectory tracking problems of robot manipulators by developing various VSC algorithms (Slotine, 1985 , Bailey and Arapostathis, 1987 , and Paden and Sastry, 1987 . Successful results have been reported in terms of eliminating disturbances, addressing nonlinearities and achieving acceptable control in the presence of modeling errors.
Lyapunov's second method has been used to develop VSC algorithms for the trajectory tracking problems of robot manipulators. These strategies yield multivariable designs that produce sliding mode on the intersection of several switching surfaces. Alternatively, generating sliding on individual surfaces independently may complicate the design (Bailey and Arapostathis, 1987 and Paden and Sastry, 1987) . A particularly elegant scheme that exploits the symmetric and positive definite properties of the inertia matrix has been presented in Bailey and Arapostathis (1987) and Slotine and Li (1991) . The approach yields a direct formulation of the control law and does not require the inversion of the system inertia matrix. Yet, the method may produce undesired behavior during the reaching stage. The existing VSC algorithms based on Lyapunov's direct method do not include any mechanisms to specify the system behavior during the reaching phase. They only warrant reachability to the sliding surface in finite time. Yet, the time period that requires the state to reach this surface may be extensive depending on the initial conditions. Furthermore, the tracking error during this period can not be controlled directly. These undesirable features along with the sensitivity of the system response to parameter variations and disturbances during the reaching phase calls for additional development in the area. The main focus of such efforts should be the shortening the duration or even the elimination of the reaching.
The first objective of the present work is to derive a control law that eliminates the reaching phase and provides a mechanism to directly influence the tracking errors during the entire motion. This goal is achieved by using the basic control strategy that is presented in Bailey and Arapostathis (1987) and Slotine and Li (1991) . Yet, the equations representing the sliding mode have been reformulated in an alternate form such that the reaching phase is completely eliminated. With this modification the system state stays in the sliding domain throughout the motion, leading to continuously sliding motion. Elimination of the reaching phase provides direct control over the rate of decay of the tracking errors and the system response becomes insensitive to parameter variations and disturbances during the entire motion.
The second objective of this paper is to demonstrate the utility of the proposed control scheme to regulate the gait of bipedal locomotion systems to achieve steady walking. Control of man made bipedal locomotion systems is a complex task which has been addressed by previous investigators. Furusho and Masubuchi (1987) developed a reduced order model of a five element bipedal locomotion system. They linearized the equations of motion about vertical stance. Further reduction of the equations were performed by identifying the dominant poles of the linearized equations. A hierarchical control scheme based on local feedback loops that regulate the individual joint motions was developed. An experimental prototype was built to verify the proposed methods. Hemami et al. (1979 Hemami et al. ( , 1984 authored several papers addressing control strategies that stabilize various bipedal models about the vertical equilibrium. Lyapunov functions were used in the development of the control laws. The stability of the bipeds about operating points was guaranteed by constructing feedback strategies to regulate motions such as sway in the frontal plane. Lyapunov's method has been proved to be an effective tool in developing robust controllers to regulate such actions. Katoh and Mori (1984) have considered a simplified five-element biped model. The model possesses three massive segments representing the upper body and the thighs. The lower segments are taken as telescopic elements without masses. The equations of motion were linearized about vertical equilibrium. Nonlinear feedback was used to assure asymptotic convergence to the stable limit cycle solutions of coupled van der Pol's equations. Vukobratovic et al. (1990) developed a mathematical model to simulate bipedal locomotion. The model possesses massive lower limbs, foot structures, and upper-body segments such as head, hands etc.; the dynamics of the actuators were also included. A control scheme based on three stages of feedback is developed. The first stage of control guarantees the tracking of a set of specified joint pro-files partially obtained from human gait data in the absence of disturbances. A decentralized control scheme is used in the second stage to incorporate disturbances without considering the coupling effects among various joints. Finally, additional feedback loops are constructed to address the nonlinear coupling terms that are neglected in stage two. The approach preserves the nonlinear effects and the controller is robust to disturbances.
The common feature of most of the previous approaches is that they are based on linearization of the equations of motions about the vertical equilibrium. In general, linearization may fail if high speed and high accuracy locomotion is considered. Furthermore, the problem of trajectory planning with proper parametrization of the desired motion has never been addressed. The derived controllers are mostly based on tracking in the joint space. An elaborate approach to the specification of these profiles in terms of physically coherent parameters completely characterizing gait has never been presented. Moreover, the control algorithms used by previous investigators in the area of bipedal machines are not robust against modeling errors. The common assumption has been that the masses of various members are exactly known. Therefore, two main issues should be addressed in the control of bipedal locomotion models. The systems are highly nonlinear and the control schemes should take into account disturbances (resulting from repeated impacts of the limbs with walking surface, actuator delays etc.) and modeling uncertainties. Considering the salient features of variable structure control, we apply this method to the control of bipedal gait.
The structure of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we outline the idea of continuously sliding variable structure control. We develop a control law based on Lyapunov's second method that addresses trajectory tracking in the joint and the cartesian spaces. In section 3 a mathematical model of a five-element biped is developed. The performance of the VSC controller proposed in this article is verified by computer simulation.
Continuously sliding variable structure control
The regulation of the motion of robotic systems can be coherently divided into two tasks, trajectory planning and motion control. Planning of the motion trajectories of a manipulator can be performed by specifying the time profiles in terms of the individual joint coordinates or the cartesian coordinates of the end effector. The motion control involves the computation of the actuator torques required to realize a particular motion.
In this section, we derive a variable structure control law that completely eliminates the reaching phase and achieves sliding at the onset of the motion. To accomplish this, a special form of tracking error is introduced in section 2.1. Then, in section 2.2 we address the trajectory planning problem by defining the switching surfaces that can be applied to control the motion in the joint or cartesian spaces. Subsequently, in section 2.3 we present a control scheme that realizes the motion control.
Tracking errors
The equations of motion of a rigid robotic system can be represented by
where M(q) is the n x n symmetric, positive definite inertia matrix, C(q,q)q is the n x 1 vector of centripetal and coriolis forces (C(q,q) is an n x n matrix), G(q) is the n x 1 vector representing gravitational forces, and T is the n x 1 vector of generalized forces applied at each joint. The n-dimensional vectors q,q andq represent the joint angles, angular velocities and accelerations respectively. The components of the matrix C are obtained according to the relation
The main objective of the trajectory tracking problem is to determine an appropriate control law such that the system response satisfies a set of kinematic constraint equations that can be written in the following partitioned form,
where y(x) represents the system response,ȳ(t) represents the desired response, x is the 2n-dimensional state vector. The m × 1 and the l × 1 dimensional vectors φ(q) and φ * (q)q correspond to the functions that prescribe the spatial trajectories and velocities of various parts of the system. This partitioning is particularly useful in robotic applications such as walking robots that involve coordination of the motion of various elements and specification of walking speeds. We also note that the succeeding development assumes that the number of constraints is equal to the number of generalized coordinates of the robot (i.e. l + m = n). This feature is not required for the successful application of the proposed method, but it just simplifies the presentation.
In this section we develop the sliding domain equations that can be used in conjunction with a VSC controller to achieve trajectory tracking. Later in the article, a Lyapunov based control algorithm is presented. The algorithm directs the system trajectories toward the sliding domain forming a discontinuity surface in the state space. Once the state reaches this surface, it will either remain on it or chatter in its vicinity due to switching delays and modeling errors. In trajectory tracking problems the sliding domain equations have been conventionally selected in the form
where Λ is a symmetric, positive definite matrix and is chosen as Λ = diag(λ 1 , . . . , λ m ) and e is the tracking error that is given by
The primary function of sliding control algorithms is to force the components of the sliding vector to diminish in finite time. Trajectory tracking schemes exploit this feature by establishing a relationship among the sliding vectors and the tracking errors. When the system response reaches the sliding domain, the left hand side of Eq. (4) becomes zero. Equations (4) and (5) can be solved to give,
Moreover, assuming thatt marks the onset of the sliding motion, the expression for the system response during the sliding phase reduces to,
Thus, during sliding the position constraints diminish exponentially and the velocity constraints become zero. A well known advantage of VSC algorithms is that the system response during the sliding motion is governed by Eq. (7) instead of the original equation of motion given by Eq. (1). Thereby, the response during the sliding motion is insensitive to the uncertainties and modeling errors that may be present in the equations of motion. This feature, however, is not present during the reaching phase. This is due to the presence of the s vector in the right hand side of Eq. (6), which depends on the original system parameters. In addition, an a priori estimate of the evolution system state during the sliding phase can be obtained by using Eq. (7) if the duration of the reaching phase (t − t 0 ) can be found despite the uncertain dynamics. Yet, determination oft requires differentiation of the equations of motion, and the accuracy of the estimation depends on the knowledge of the system parameters.
The primary objective here is to modify the equations that define the sliding vector such that the reaching phase is eliminated form the motion. The modification, however, should not alter the dynamics of the sliding motion because the desirable features of VSC control occur when this phase is reached. To realize our objective, we redefine the tracking error vector by subtracting a new time dependent vector to the original definition given in Eq. (5). The proposed form is,
Since we seek to preserve the sliding dynamics of the original system, the components of the function γ(t) should rapidly vanish as the motion of the system evolves in time. We propose the following exponential form to meet this requirement,
where A is a symmetric, positive definite matrix and is chosen as A = diag(α 1 , . . . , α n ). The vector ξ(t) will be determined below. The particular form allows the specification of convergence rates to the original error definition through the selection of the parameters α i . Now, the sliding vector can be defined in same manner as before,
When the left hand side of this equation is equal to zero, the non zero components ofẽ vanish exponentially. This leads to diminishing tracking errors (components of the vector e) because the vector γ(t) decays as dictated by Eq. (9). Thus, the new formulation leads to the precisely same result that was sought by the original formulation.
Elimination of the reaching will be accomplished by properly specifying the components of ξ(t). Recall that the system state cannot leave the sliding domain once it reaches it. Thus, if the state lies in the sliding domain at the outset, it will be trapped in it throughout the remainder of the motion.
Since this is what we precisely seek to realize, we set
such that we obtain continuously sliding motion. Combining Eqs. (8) and (9), substituting the resultingẽ in Eq. (10), and evaluating the outcome for t=t 0 yields the following form for the condition in Eq. (11)
Since we require to meet this condition for all values of λ i , we seṫ
and
Then, we solve Eqs. (13) and (14) to obtain,
andξ
The simplest form of ξ(t) that simultaneously satisfies Eqs. (15) and (16) can be written as,
Now, we substitute Eq. (17) into (9) to obtain the final form of the vector γ(t) as
As a result of the proposed modification of the sliding vector, the initial state of the system now lies on the new sliding domain leading to the elimination of the reaching phase. Consequently, an accurate estimate of the state that does not require the exact knowledge of system parameters can be obtained by using Eqs. (5), (8), and (18), which gives
The vectorẽ does not appear in Eq. (19) because it is initially equal to zero (consequence of Eq. (14)) and stays nearly zero thereafter because of the continuous sliding.
Tracking Functions
In this section we focus on the form of the tracking functions that are given in Eq. (3). The main goal of this section is to express the sliding domain equations in a form that does not necessitate the solution of the functions φ(q) and φ * (q)q in terms of joint coordinates. Particularly, when these functions are nonlinear, such solutions may lead to extensive on line computations. A typical case when this occurs is the tracking of cartesian paths. It is always preferable to formulate a control algorithm that does not necessitate the solution of the inverse kinematic problem in positions. We recall the modified vector of tracking errors of the previous section, which can be written as
Now, we reformulate the sliding equations in the form
The matrix Γ m (q) is the Jacobian of φ(q) and Γ l (q) is given by
The inverse in Eq. (21) exists everywhere except at the singular configurations of the robot. Note that the new definition of the sliding domain leads to the same result intended by the original one outside the singular configurations. Using Eqs. (20) and (22) in (21) yields
where the reference velocity vectorq r is given bẏ
Differentiating Eq. (23) with respect to time yieldṡ
where the reference accelerationq r is given bÿ
and the components of the m × n and l × n dimensional matrices Γ * m (q,q) and Γ * l (q,q) can be written as
Motion Control
Having specified the sliding domain, in this section we present a variable structure control algorithm that preserves the sliding motion about the discontinuity surface. The approach is adopted from Slotine and Li (1991) .
Returning to the equations of motion of a rigid robotic system given in Eq. (1), the components of the matrices M, C and G are not exactly known but only the bounds on modeling errors M, C and G are available. To this end we let
whereM,Ĉ andĜ represent the estimated terms. The control T is chosen as
wherê
The absolute values should be understood component-wise and η i are strictly positive constants.
Let V = 1 2s
T Ms be a Lyapunov function candidate. The particular choice of the control vector given by Eq. (28) guarantees that the derivative of the Lyapunov function with respect to time is negative for all t > t 0 (for proof, see Slotine and Li, 1991) . This derivative is given bẏ
Although, the controller guarantees the attractiveness of the origin of thẽ s-space, the system response is known to chatter around the intersection of the switching surfaces. To eliminate the chattering, it is well known that the discontinuous control law can be replaced by a continuous control law (Slotine, 1985) defined as
where
The parameter Φ is called the boundary layer thickness. This choice guarantees the attractiveness of the boundary layer and smoothes the control discontinuity by assigning a low pass filter structure to the local dynamics of s. An elegant discussion of the effect of choosing Φ and its relation to various system parameters can be found in Slotine and Li (1991) .
Planar, five-link biped
In this section we apply continuously sliding control to regulate the gait of the planar, five-link biped shown in Fig. (1) . We consider gaits of the biped that include the single support phase only (i.e. only one of the lower limbs is on the ground surface at any given time). Although, we allow moments at the ankles, we neglect feet structures and assume point contacts between the lower limbs and the ground. The motion of the biped includes two stages. The first stage is the continuous forward motion during which the biped is pivoted on one limb (stance limb) and the other limb (swing limb) is moving in the forward direction. The second stage arises when the swing limb (leading limb at contact) comes into a sudden contact with the walking surface. The pivot point transfers to the tip of the leading limb where contact occurs and the stance limb (trailing limb at contact) is lifted off. This event causes
Figure 1: Planar, five element biped discontinuities in the generalized positions and velocities. The discontinuities in the generalized velocities is due to the impact phenomenon. Whereas, the transfer of pivot causes additional discontinuities in the mathematical model due to switching between the swing and stance sides from bipeds point of view. We assume that the impact is perfectly plastic (i.e. the post impact, normal velocity of the tip of the limb that contacts the walking surface is zero). We also assume that there is sufficient friction between the feet and the ground surface to prevent slippage.
Equations of motion
Equations of motion during the single support phase are of the form given in Eq. (1) with n=5. The equations of motion during the single support phase of a planar, five-link biped can be found in several previous articles and will not be presented here (for example, see Furusho and Masubichi, 1987) .
Contact of the tip of the swing limb with the walking surface is modeled by two successive algebraic transformations that represent the rigid body impact and the switching events respectively. Since the present analysis considers locomotion with single support phase only, the impact problem is solved by assuming that the trailing limb is lifted off the ground surface when contact occurs (single contact). We derive the equations that represent the solutions subject to this assumption and then formulate the conditions to check the validity of the assumption. The numerical results presented at the end of this section are obtained for parameter values that satisfy the conditions of single contact. Other gait patterns that include double support phase may exist for different sets of parameters. But, we do not consider such gait patterns in this article.
The impact problem is solved by using the principles of conservation of linear and angular impulse and momentum. For the single contact case, the relation among the pre and post impact velocities can be written as
where q − , q + ,q − , andq + are the pre and post contact joint positions and velocities respectively. Also, K is a 5x5, C is a 2x5, R 1 is a 5x1, and R 2 is a 2x1 matrix function, andF r = [F rx ,F ry ]
T is the impulse at the contact point of the swing limb with the ground. Here, K(q + )q + represents the angular momentum of the system about the pivot after impact and R 1 (q − ,q − ) represents the angular momentum of the mechanism about the same point before impact. Also, C(q + )q + represents the linear momentum of the system after impact and R 2 (q − ,q − ) represents the linear momentum of the system before impact.
As we have mentioned above, the contact causes the roles of the swing and the stance limbs to be exchanged (switching). Although, the individual joint rotations and velocities do not actually change as the result of switching, there are discontinuities in joint rotations from biped's point of view (Hurmuzlu and Moskowitz, 1987) . This leads to a discontinuity in the mathematical model. We incorporate the switching in the model by relabelling the members corresponding to the lower extremities (i.e. members 1, 2, 4 and 5). The equations for switching can be written as the following transformation matrix between the generalized coordinates immediately before and after contact 
Equations (32) and (33) 
2.ẏ
where µ is the coefficient of friction between the contact point and the ground surface andẏ + T is the velocity of the tip of the trailing limb immediately after impact. Inequality (34) is the no slip condition at the contact point. Inequality (35) has to be satisfied because of the assumption that the tip of the trailing limb does not experience any impulsive forces immediately after impact.
Prescribed motion
In this section we develop five constraint equations that completely characterize the locomotion of the five-link biped in terms of four parameters, step length S L , overall progression speed V p , maximum clearance of the tip of the swing limb H m , and the stance knee bias σ. These relations will be used in conjunction with the proposed variable structure control scheme to generate the desired gait patterns. The constraints can be enumerated as follows:
1. Erect body posture: One of the most important aspects of bipedal locomotion is that the biped should maintain an erect posture during locomotion. This requirement can be achieved for the present system when the net rotation of the upper body is kept to be zero at all times. The condition that yields erect body posture can be written as
2. Overall progression speed: We define the "overall progression speed" as the linear velocity of the center of mass of the upper body in the positive x direction. A steady progression speed can be maintained by lettingẋ whereẋ 3 is the velocity of the center of mass in the x direction and V p is the desired progression speed. Using kinematic relations, we obtain
cos (q 1 ) + cos (q 1 + q 2 ) + cos (q 1 + q 2 + q 3 ) cos (q 1 + q 2 ) + cos (q 1 + q 2 + q 3 ) cos (q 1 + q 2 + q 3 ) 0 0
3. Trajectory of the tip of the swing limb during the single support phase: The motion of the tip of the swing limb (in practice the swing foot) during the single support phase is the dominant factor in the trajectory planning process of a bipedal machine. One can generate various locomotion tasks such as stair climbing, walking on a flat or inclined surface by simply specifying the spatial trajectory of the tip of the swing limb. Accordingly, in the present study we let
where x T and y T are the x and y coordinates of the tip and the constants c 1 , c 2 and c 3 are parameters that are yet to be determined in terms of step length and the maximum tip clearance. The quadratic form is chosen here because it is the simplest form that allows the selection of step length and step height independently. For walking on a level surface one can set
c 2 = 0 and (43)
Substituting the kinematic relations and Eqs. (42) through (44) into (41) yields
4. Bias of the stance knee: We prevent the collapse of the stance knee during the single support phase by enforcing constant knee bias during this stage. The corresponding constraints are
5. Coordination of the motion of the limbs: A fifth constraint is necessary to prescribe the direction of the motion of the tip of the swing limb. Furthermore, the motion of the two lower limbs should be coordinated with each other. Therefore, we set
where x 3 is the x coordinate of the center of mass of the upper body. This relation also implies that the tip moves twice as fast as the center of mass of the upper body in the positive x direction. Thus, we also assure that the swing limb arrives the contact point when the upper body is properly centered with respect to the two lower limbs. Substituting the kinematic equations into Eq. (49) yields
Having specified the form of the individual tracking functions, the classical definition of the vector of tracking errors for the present biped can now be written as
and the vector of modified tracking errors is given by
(53) where, A = diag {α 1 , . . . , α 5 } and the specific expressions for φ i (q) and φ * 1 (q) are given by Eqs. (36), (45), (47), (50), and (39) respectively.
Locomotion Control and Simulation Results

The Locomotion Map
The primary goal of locomotion control is to generate a particular gait pattern that is prescribed by the objective functions. The step cycle includes a continuous phase during which the system swings in the forward direction with one limb pivoted to the walking surface. This phase is followed by a discontinuous phase that results from the contact of the swing limb with the ground surface (heel strike). As described earlier, the contact results in the switching of the pivot from the tip of one limb to the other, leading to the progression of the biped in the forward direction. Yet, the contact event causes sudden changes in the state variables due to impact and switching. Typically, the controller takes over immediately after the contact event and attempts to eliminate the perturbations that are caused by the sudden changes in the state variables. When the next contact occurs, however, the state is perturbed again and the cycle of events repeat in a similar manner. The dynamics of the system can be represented by a nonlinear mapping which can be constructed from the successive intersections of state trajectories with a Poincaré section Σ. This mapping can be expressed as
wherex i is the state vector at the i th intersection of the state trajectory with the Poincaré section Σ. Although the choice of Σ is not unique, it should be selected at a well defined instant of the continuous phase of the gait cycle. Here we define the Poincaré section as
In other words, we construct the mapping P from the successive values of the state variables that coincide with the instant of time immediately before the contact event. The periodic motions of the biped are the fixed points of P that are given by,x
where the superscript k assumes various integer values depending on the number of locomotion steps in one period of motion. More specifically, P maps the pointx * in the state space onto itself after k successive iterations. On the other hand, the prescribed value of the state vector at the onset of the contact event is a function of the four locomotion parameters and can be written as,
where h = S L 4 cos(σ/2) and the prescribed duration of the step cycle t d is given by
Now, the residual tracking error vector in a periodic solution can be written as,
The success of the control action in tracking the prescribed motion can be measured by two factors: (a) periodicity of the resulting gait pattern (i.e. existence ofx * solutions), and (b)magnitude of the residual tracking error vector ∆. These two factors depend on the control method, the controller parameters such as λ i , α i and η i , and the prescribed duration of the step cycle, t d . We should note that the system response never coincides with the prescribed one throughout the step cycle for any control action. This is due to the perturbations caused by the contact event. A successful controller is the one that eliminates these perturbations rapidly during the early stages of the swing phase.
In the succeeding section we will numerically compute the fixed points of the locomotion map for various parameter values and compare the performance of the two variable structure control schemes considered in this article.
Simulation Results
The numerical values for the mass and length of each link of the biped selected in the numerical simulation are given in Table ( No uncertainties in masses are assumed. Application of the continuously sliding VSC to a manipulator system in the presence of uncertainties can be found in Chang and Hurmuzlu (1992) .
In the analysis that follows, we choose the controller parameters as follows:
The boundary layer thickness is selected as Φ = 0.05. The specific forms of the exponents in the sliding vectors are selected in order to specify the rate of decay of tracking errors when the sliding phase is reached. Suppose thatt marks the onset of the sliding phase. We can write the following approximate relation for the tracking errors,
Recalling that the controller operates during the continuous phase of the step cycle, we seek to specify λ i such that a specified error ratio is achieved within a fraction 1/ρ of the specified step duration t d . Thus we let, In Fig. (2) we present period-one (i.e. k=1) fixed points of the locomotion map obtained by using the classical VSC formulation. The fixed points are shown on the bifurcation diagrams that are produced by plotting the magnitudes of the residual tracking errors versus the step length. The figure displays the effect of varying the step length, progression speed, and the controller parameters ρ 1 andη on the periodic gait patterns of the biped. The stance knee bias (σ) and the maximum swing knee clearance (H m ) have been selected as 0.2 radians and 5 cm respectively.
Based on the simulation results presented in Fig. (2) , we can make the following assessments regarding the effect of parameters on the locomotion of the biped: a. Effect of the prescribed step length: Magnitude of the residual tracking error increases as the step length is decreased. As can be seen from Eq. (58), reducing the step length shortens the duration of the step cycle. Therefore, the controller is forced to operate over a shorter time interval, which leads to less successful tracking action.
b. Effect of the prescribed progression speed: Increasing the progression speed also leads to the shortening of the duration of the step cycle.
As in the previous case, the controller is forced to operate over a shorter time interval, which leads to less successful tracking action. the present article. We note however, such bifurcations are undesirable if the biped is required to generate regular gait patterns that conform with the prescribed motion. The plots show that the distribution of the fixed points become less uniform for increasing values ofη and decreasing values of ρ 1 . As far as the tracking accuracy is concerned, the figure shows that higher values ofη and ρ 1 lead to slight improvements in tracking errors. The actual performance of the controller can be observed more clearly when we consider the velocity profiles presented in Fig. (3) . In this figure we construct the bifurcation diagram by plotting the actual velocity of the center of mass of the upper body at the instant of heel strike versus the prescribed step length for the periodic motions at ρ 1 = 9 andη = 10. As evident from the figure, the controller response is unacceptable for the given parameter range. We have attempted to improve the error response by further increasing the values of the control parameters. Despite numerous attempts with various parameter combinations, we did not observe noteworthy improvements in the residual tracking errors. As an example, we present the evolution of velocity errors obtained for ten locomotion steps by varyingη and fixing the other parameters ( Fig. (4) ). For all runs, the system starts from rest with an ideal position vector that satisfies the constraints. The time axes are scaled with respect to the total simulation time t s to facilitate the comparison among various plots. We observe that increasingη improves the error response. Yet, this improvement comes with the cost of causing non-smooth control action. Actually, further increasing the parameter (η = 90) leads to the de stabilization of the motion that is observable from the figure.
Now, we switch our focus to the results that are obtained by using the continuously sliding formulation. Figure (5 ) depicts the period-one (i.e. k=1) fixed points of the locomotion map obtained by using the continuously sliding VSC scheme with ρ 2 = 1.25 while other parameters being the same as the ones used for the results presented in Fig.(3) . We note the substantial improvements in the magnitudes of the residual tracking errors compared to the ones presented in Fig. (2) . Returning to the example of Fig. (5) , we now attempt to improve the response by using continuously sliding control with ρ 2 = 1.25. The velocity error response for four locomotion steps starting from the initial conditions that were used before are presented in Fig. (6) . The advantages of the scheme is clear from Fig. (6.a) . The velocity error caused by the contact event is rapidly eliminated and the error exponentially converges to zero within a fraction of the time that it takes the classical controller to achieve the same tasks. The effect of the improvement on the overall locomotion becomes more dramatic when the scaling is removed form the time axis (Fig. (6.b) ). The actual prescribed duration of the step cycle for the present case is approximately 0.29 seconds (2 × 0.7/1.2). Thus, the system is expected to complete the four steps in 1.12 seconds. The original control scheme leads to 4.86 seconds of walking time and steady state cycle time of 0.87 seconds, while the improved controller realizes the task in seconds 1.24 with a steady state cycle time of 0.301 seconds. Finally, in Fig. (7) we present the velocity error response obtained by using the continuously sliding control. We observe that the performance of the scheme is neither affected by the step length nor by the progression velocity. One can clearly see the advantages of the controller proposed in this article by comparing the two velocity error diagrams presented in Figs. 
Conclusion
A continuously sliding mode control scheme based on the second method of Lyapunov has been developed. The basic idea of this control scheme is to modify the tracking errors such that the system response starts on the sliding surface for arbitrary initial conditions. Hence, the sliding mode occurs at the onset of the motion. The greatest advantage of this method is the elimination of the reaching phase. The proposed controller replaces the reaching phase with a controlled approach phase during which the state trajectories asymptotically approach to the desired ones. The rate of approach and the motion during the approach stage can be directly influenced by appropriate selection of controller parameters. The trajectory planning problems are also addressed in this article. Constraint equations representing tracking in the joint and/or cartesian spaces can be easily implemented by using the proposed formulation of the switching surfaces.
A five element bipedal locomotion model has been developed. Its locomotion has been characterized in terms of four physically coherent parameters, step length, progression speed, maximum tip clearance, and stance knee bias. Numerical simulation has been carried out to demonstrate the advantages of application of the proposed control scheme to the control of bipedal gait. The results of the numerical simulation is presented to demonstrate the successful application of the proposed scheme to the control bipedal locomotion. Bifurcation diagrams of the fixed points of the locomotion map has been utilized to demonstrate the substantial improvements in tracking accuracy that is gained from the utilization of continuously sliding VSC.
